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IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Mountains are gaining increasing popularity from urban population for recreational

purpose due to people desire to escape from fast pace of modern life and throat-cut

competitions. People are seeking a place where they can relax without anxiety.

Consequently, mountain areas automatically become one of the particular places for

recreation and outdoor activities.

Mountains cover wide range of geographic areas and climate zones and host diverse

ecological systems. In China, 2/3 of the country’s land area is characterized as

mountainous. In a country where hundreds of millions of her citizens make mountains

their home, it is logical to assume its landscape design puts emphasis on integrating

people’s activities with hilly landscape. In practice, however, some problems exist.

Among these are:

① Difficulty in designing with mountainous area characteristics and “Act

according to circumstances” due to lack of effective and feasible means.

② Difficulty in spatial arrangement due to contrary between man-made and

mountainous landscape.

My thesis focuses on providing feasible and reasonable method for mountain

landscape design. First, the paper follows chronological order and draws conclusions

from mountainous garden history and tradition, which include traditional Chinese

mountain and water garden history, Italian terrace garden history, and English

landscape garden history. Second, the thesis demonstrates the content of mountain

landscape and defines the concept of “mountain landscape”. Third, this paper

analyzes three different examples of mountain landscape: Boboli gardens in Florence,

Italy, Chongqing, the mountain city of China, and Hani terraces landscapes, in

Yuanyang County. At last, the general method of mountain landscape design and the

framework of mountain landscape will be applied as well as discussion on its
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limitations in scope of applications.

MethodologyMethodologyMethodologyMethodology

IIIInvestigationnvestigationnvestigationnvestigation andandandand IIIInterviewnterviewnterviewnterview

As a widespread distribution of mountainous landscape design, people have to climb

mountains to collect information for better understanding. From 2002 to 2009, I went

to many mountain areas, such as Chongqing, Yunnan, Shenzhen, Nantong, Suzhou,

and Nanjing in China; Rome and Florence in Italy, and Ronneby in Sweden. I

obtained a lot of practical information, and took many mountain landscape pictures

which are strong evidence to support this paper.

CCCComparomparomparomparisonisonisonisonMMMMethodethodethodethod

“Comparison method is an evaluation of similarities and differences according to a

certain standard”. (http://encyclopedia.thefreedictionary.com/Comparison+) By

contrastive analysis on the object’s attribute, comparison method is emphysized by

advantages and weak in disadvantages. On one hand, the comparison between ancient

and modern mountain gardens absorbs good design and landscape idea from the

predecessor and applies it to the real-world landscape design. On the other hand,

mountain landscape design can be distinguished between countries and places. In

accordance with the comparison, a set of methods about mountain landscape design

can be formed.

BookBookBookBook reviewreviewreviewreview

Through collection and classification, mountain landscape literature and research can

be mainly divided into four aspects.

TTTTraditionalraditionalraditionalraditional mountainmountainmountainmountain andandandand waterwaterwaterwater gardengardengardengardens:s:s:s:

� Zhou Weiquan "Chinese Historical Garden History"
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This book describes five times of evolution process on Chinese garden history,

and analyzes how to form China’s traditional mountain and water view in details

as well as how to form and develop the Chinese traditional gardens.

� Zhenzhi GuZhongji "Western Landscape Gardening Transition History"

This book focuses on Italian renaissance's terrace gardens and British landscape

gardens in 18th century written by a chronological order.

� Chen Jianing "Italian Garden in the Renaissance Period"

This article introduces and summarizes famous terrace gardens in the Renaissance

Period by using sufficient examples.

� Feng Yibing, Zhang Weiling, Zhang Zhaosen "British Landscape Garden's

Development and Characteristic Analysis"

This article elaborates British landscape garden's development and characteristics,

and summarizes the similarities and differences by comparing with Chinese

historical gardens art.

MMMMountainousountainousountainousountainous architecturarchitecturarchitecturarchitectureeee design:design:design:design:

� Tang Pu "Several Questions about Mountainous Building"

This book analyses the mountainous architectures’ earthing form, shaping

performance and spatial pattern.

� Lu Jiwei "MountainousArchitecture Design"

This book analyses mountainous landscape environment elements, distinctive

vision, ecological fragility and emotional identification, and discusses the

mountainous architecture landscape design in respective of landscape ecology,

visual, space and emotion.

MMMMountainousountainousountainousountainous citiescitiescitiescities development:development:development:development:

� Kevin Lynch "City Image and Its Elements"

This book illustrates the examples of Boston, Jersey City and Los Angeles and

summarizes that the image of the environment plays an important role in the life.

The author classifies these cities' into five common characteristics which are path,
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edges, landmarks, nodes, and regions.

� Du Chunlan "Mountainous City Landscape Study "

This article elaborates the mountainous city landscape content, system, ecology

pattern and ecology esthetics, and analyses intrinsic mechanism and external

condition in the mountainous city landscape development.

� Zhao Wanmin, Wang Jiwu "Study on the outline of Mountain Cities: Taking

Chongqing and Hong Kong as Example"

This article demonstrates mountain cities’ landscape characteristic through

studying specific mountain cities.

MMMMountainountainountainountain landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape ecologyecologyecologyecology andandandand landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape perception:perception:perception:perception:

� Ian L. McHarg "Design with Nature"

This book talks about topography which is an important factor in the natural

ecosystems and has an important influence on landscape and regional planning.

� John Ormsbee Simonds "Landscape Architecture"

This book makes a brief elaboration of topography and related microclimate.
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1111 MountainousMountainousMountainousMountainous GardenGardenGardenGarden historyhistoryhistoryhistory andandandand traditiontraditiontraditiontradition

1.11.11.11.1 TraditionalTraditionalTraditionalTraditional ChineseChineseChineseChinese mountainmountainmountainmountain andandandand waterwaterwaterwater gardengardengardengarden developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment historyhistoryhistoryhistory

People always have an emotion for mountains since ancient time. Because of hard life

conditions, independent artificial environments had not yet been formed. In ancient

human’s eyes, Mountains is a mystery and a symbol of worship. With the

development of productive forces, people began to know the mountains gradually. At

the same time, natural view, religion, and philosophy deeply affected the formation,

evolution and development of mountain. Because of China’s relatively closed

independent geographic patterns, unique topography, climate, hydrology and other

natural conditions, what’s more, in the absence of accepting external information and

culture, Chinese mountain and water garden grew up in an original way. According to

different historical periods, it can be divided into the following sections:

1.1.11.1.11.1.11.1.1 TheTheTheTheWesternWesternWesternWestern ZhouZhouZhouZhou Dynasty:Dynasty:Dynasty:Dynasty: thethethethe FirstFirstFirstFirst ClimaxClimaxClimaxClimax ofofofof UrbanUrbanUrbanUrban ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction

Since ancient times, Chinese people's aesthetic consciousness was closely integrated

with the simple awareness of ecological protection which made the old Chinese city

significantly different from the Western culture on the landscape path at the beginning.

Chinese ancient urban construction attached great importance to the protection and

appreciation of natural landscape, especially in the siting, layout, and etc, and tried to

avoid damaging by the nature. Chinese garden originated from the platform which

was like a kind of hathpace built by mounds. For example, in Zhou Dynasty, King

Wen of Zhou’s Ling Tai Platform Garden, Ling You Hunting Garden, and Ling Zhao

Water Garden contained four basic elements (Figure 1): mountains, water, plants, and

architecture. As a way of viewing landscape, platform had a great impact on space art

development. This aesthetic relationship reflected the relationship between aesthetic

subject (human beings) and object (natural landscape).
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Figure 1：Ling Zhao Water Garden

Source: "Chinese Historical Garden History”, Zhou Weiquan, 2006

1.1.21.1.21.1.21.1.2 TheTheTheThe SpringSpringSpringSpring andandandand AutumnAutumnAutumnAutumn andandandand WarringWarringWarringWarring StateStateStateState Periods:Periods:Periods:Periods: thethethethe SecondSecondSecondSecond

ClimaxClimaxClimaxClimax ofofofof CityCityCityCity ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction

The Spring and Autumn and Warring State Periods were an "golden age" in Chinese

ideological and cultural history. On one hand, cities increasingly isolated from nature

the royal family occupy wild country to built detached palace and annexe; On the

other hand, with the development of transportation and geographical knowledge,

people began to know more about the location of mountains, rivers, climate and

natural change. For example, as the representative of mountain and water garden

during the Pre-Qin Dynasty:"the Classic of Mountains and Rivers", taking the

mountain as the key link, it was the first time to describe topography, flora and fauna

distribution, customs, habits and other characteristtttics. It promoted people to grasp

space from a larger scale and laid a foundation for traditional mountain landscape

aesthetics. (Zhou Weiquan, 2006)

1.1.31.1.31.1.31.1.3 TheTheTheThe QinQinQinQin andandandand HanHanHanHan Dynasties:Dynasties:Dynasties:Dynasties: TheTheTheThe modelmodelmodelmodel ofofofof "A"A"A"A LakeLakeLakeLake withwithwithwith ThreeThreeThreeThree Hills"Hills"Hills"Hills"

Royal garden became a mainstream in garden design at that time. Royal detached

palace and annexe were combined with natural mountains and water landscapes,
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ranged from a circumference of hundreds li. The First Emperor of China dug a pond

and imitated three holy mountains to build three hills in his imperial palace garden.

He created a wonderland and the first model of "A Lake with Three Hills". This

model had been followed until the Qing Dynasty (Zhou Weiquan, 2006). Yi-HE Yuan

Imperial Garden was a classic example which followed the model of "A Lake with

Three Hills" in the Qin and Han Dynasties. West banks divided the lake into three

parts and each part had an island, represented respectively, Peng Lai Paradise, Ying

Zhou Paradise, and Fang Zhang Paradise. Emperor Wu of the Han Dynasty expanded

Shang-Lin Yuan of the Qin Dynasty into a multi-function royal garden with a grand

scale. Shang-Lin Yuan included vast areas of the eastern, southern, western parts of

the Changan City with eight rivers flowing through and more than 300 Palaces and

Yuan. This time was the first climax period of Royal Garden construction. Shang-Lin

Yuan contained not only royal residences with beautiful landscape, but also zoos,

botanical gardens, and hunting areas, even the places for riding horses (Zhou Weiquan,

2006). The Taiye pool in Jianzhang Palace of Shang-Lin Yuan still had Peng Lai

Paradise, Ying Zhou Paradise, and Fang Zhang Paradise (Figure 2).

Figure 2：Fang Zhang Paradise

Source: coming from "Chinese Historical Garden History”, Zhou Weiquan, 2006
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1.1.41.1.41.1.41.1.4 TheTheTheThe Wei,Wei,Wei,Wei, Jin,Jin,Jin,Jin, andandandand NorthNorthNorthNorth andandandand SouthSouthSouthSouth dynasties:dynasties:dynasties:dynasties: thethethethe TurningTurningTurningTurning PointPointPointPoint ofofofof

InheritingInheritingInheritingInheriting FineFineFineFine TraditionTraditionTraditionTradition andandandand UsheringUsheringUsheringUshering inininin thethethethe FutureFutureFutureFuture MissionMissionMissionMission

This period was the turning point of inheriting fine tradition and ushering in the future

mission in classical Chinese gardens development history. Chinese gardens had

changed from royal gardens as the mainstream in the earlier time into parallel

development of the royal, private and temple gardens. At that time, because of

scholar-bureaucrat were impacted by political trouble and Buddhist thought that was

disappointment to the reality, they hoped to live close to the nature and built their

own manors and villas in the forest (Zhou Weiquan, 2006). These literati and scholar-

bureaucrat’s manors and villas with basic characteristics of mountain and water

gardens promoted the development of traditional Chinese private gardens.

At the same time, the prevalence of Buddhism promoted the emergence of temple

gardens. Buddhist temple construction began since the Eastern Han Dynasty, initially

as a venue for ceremony, and later gardens were built next to the temples because of

the monks and donors demands of pleasure and living (Zhou Weiquan, 2006). For

example: one group monks represented by Huiyuan seek refuge from war in South

River and built Dong Lin temple in Lushan Mountain which was the origin of

mountain temple gardens.

1.1.51.1.51.1.51.1.5 TheTheTheThe Sui,Sui,Sui,Sui, Tang,Tang,Tang,Tang, SongSongSongSong dynasties:dynasties:dynasties:dynasties: HeydayHeydayHeydayHeyday ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

The times of Sui, Tang, and Song dynasties were not only the heyday of politics,

economy, and culture in the feudal society of China, but also the period of all-round

development of Chinese mountain landscape. In the glorious age of Tang Dynasty,

Chinese Landscape Painting had a great development and formed a style of drawing

with conveying the feeling of mountains and fruits. Chinese gardens were also

appealed by some creations with mountain and water, and many private villas and

manors were turned up, such as “So Long to My Villa on the Wangchuan”（Figure 3）
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by Wang Wei who was a poet and artist in the glorious age of Tang Dynasty, This was

one of the most famous gardens in the Chinese garden history which reflected both

natural and romantic (Zhou Weiquan, 2006). “Cao Tang in Lushan Mountain” in the

middle age of Tang Dynasty, was built in a land of natural beauty. Gen Yue Imperial

Garden（Figure 4） , in the mountain garden history of the Song Dynasty, had an

important position. It was a large-scale natural landscape garden and a landmark in

the Chinese garden history to deal with mountain and water. There were many

manmade rocks made of Taihu Lake stone and garden architectures, such as pavilion,

terrace, mansion, and tower. Palaces and gardens in the Yuan, Ming and Qing

dynasties followed this typical mountain and water garden and made further

development (Zhou Weiquan, 2006).

Figure 3：So Long to My Villa on theWangchuan

Source: “http://www.chinabaike.com/article/UploadPic/2007-

7/2007719134446539.jpg”
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During the period of Tang and Song Dynasties, geomancy of "Feng Shui" was

flourished（Figure 5）. Traditional mountain city aesthetics idea at this stage became

mature and people summed up many law of the beauties, for example, facing at the

location and layout of mountain town and city, people considered geomancy and took

care of mountain and water pattern. City had also become a paradise with living,

playing, and enjoying and showed its unique and distinctive features (Zhou Weiquan,

2006).

Figure 5：Feng Shui

Source: "Chinese Historical Garden History”, Zhou Weiquan, 2006

Figure 4：Gen Yue Imperial Garden

Source: coming from "Chinese Historical

Garden History”, Zhou Weiquan, 2006
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1.1.61.1.61.1.61.1.6 TheTheTheThe Yuan,Yuan,Yuan,Yuan,MingMingMingMing andandandand QingQingQingQing DynastiesDynastiesDynastiesDynasties

This period was the late Chinese feudal society. Because Mongolia, Han, Man nations

took turns in power, it promoted national integration and diversified ethnic

characteristics. There were many large-scale imperial palaces in the Ming and Qing

Dynasties. In the time of Qian Long emperor, northwest suburb had been formed a

large cluster of royal gardens (Zhou Weiquan, 2006). Among them, there were five

famous royal gardens, which were Yuan-Ming Yuan Imperial Garden, Chang-Chun

Yuan Imperial Garden, Jing-Yi Yuan Imperial Garden, Jing-Ming Yuan Imperial

Garden, and Qing-Yi Yuan Imperial Garden which were later known as the "Three

Hills and Five Gardens". "Three Hills and Five Gardens" brought together all forms of

Chinese gardens on behalf of the essence of imperial gardening art in the late feudal

society. It made use of the original natural landscape and favorable conditions on the

field of general planning and landscape architecture, and absorbed good tradition

from gardens in Tang and Song dynasties and creatively experienced from gardens on

the Yangtze Delta. At that time, Chinese garden art and technology reached the

highest level.

1.21.21.21.2 ItalianItalianItalianItalian terraceterraceterraceterrace gardengardengardengarden developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment historyhistoryhistoryhistory

In the classical European gardens, Italian style garden contains very unique artistic

value, regardless of its varied landscape space, or its original detailed design. It

reflects the thought-provoking characteristics of gardening. The scale of Italian

gardens may be not large, but the combination of its unique geographical climate,

terrain conditions, and cultural characteristics promote their own gardens (Zhenzhi

Guzhongji, 2004). At that time, the magnates and nobles were very eager to Rome's

way of life, therefore, they built manors and villas on the scenic hills and mountains

with the layout of continuous layers which formed unique Italian Terrace Gardens.

With the development of history, Italian terrace garden has maintained consistently

characteristics though it changed a little bit in style.
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1.2.11.2.11.2.11.2.1 ItalianItalianItalianItalian StyleStyleStyleStyle GardenGardenGardenGarden inininin earlyearlyearlyearly timetimetimetime

Italian style garden in early times didn’t have more prominent characteristics, and

many of them were manors and monastery-style courtyards. Its basic form started

from rectangular corridor-style cortile in the ancient Rome and was closed and

changed to the inside garden style (Zhenzhi Guzhongji, 2004). In order to get more

sunshine in the yard for plants growing, this kind of courtyard generally was located

in the south of the church. Four sides of courtyard had corridors with columns. On the

one side of corridor was a courtyard; on the other side were walls and doors. Mural

paintings were decorated with the stories of New Testament and Old Testament on the

wall. There were roses, violets, marigold flowers, water plate, wells, fountain and so

on.

1.2.21.2.21.2.21.2.2 ItalianItalianItalianItalian StyleStyleStyleStyle GardenGardenGardenGarden inininin thethethethe RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance TimeTimeTimeTime

Ancient Italian gardens flourished in the Renaissance time. “Renaissance was a

cultural movement that spanned roughly the 14th to the 17th century, beginning in

Italy in the late Middle Ages and later spreading to the rest of Europe.” Renaissance

humanism was a crucial component of the Renaissance, and humanists mostly

believed that, although God created the universe, “it was humans that had developed

and industrialized it (Zhenzhi Guzhongji, 2004). Beauty, a popular topic, was held to

represent a deep inner virtue and value, and an essential element in the path towards

God.” Its influence affected literature, religion, philosophy, politics, art, science and

other fields of intellectual enquiry. Gardening was not an exception. “Renaissance

scholars employed the humanist method in study, and searched for realism and human

emotion in art.”

① ItalianItalianItalianItalian TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace GardenGardenGardenGarden inininin thethethethe earlyearlyearlyearly RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance TimeTimeTimeTime

Location Layout Architecture Other Elements

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Middle_Ages
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Europe
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Literature
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religion
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philosophy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Politics
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Renaissance_humanism
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Example:Example:Example:Example: VillaVillaVillaVilla MediciMediciMediciMedici (Figure(Figure(Figure(Figure 6):6):6):6):

Pay more

attention to the

surrounding

environment; The

location can

overlook the view,

for example:

many gardens

were built on the

hilly slopes in the

outskirts of

Florence.

Terrace

gardens were

divided into

some layers

according to

topography.

Each layer

was relatively

independent;

had no

neutral axis

cross each

layer.

Located at the

highest layer to

borrow scenery;

Architectural

style still kept

the middle ages

features;

Buildings and

gardens were

relatively simple,

with a very

good dimension

and scale.

Architecture, fountains,

pools often as a center of

one part, were combined

with sculptures. Pay

attention to sculptures’ own

esthetic features; The shape

of fountain was relatively

concise and simple; Water

system layout was not

complex; Green areas were

common decorations, but

the pattern was also very

simple; Many were located

on the lower terrace.

Time Location Layout Other Elements

From

1458

to

1462

It was on a hill

facing the sun and

divided into three

layers according to

topography. Because

of terrain constraints,

each layer was long

and narrow. The

upper and lower

layer was a bit

broader, while the

middle was narrower.

The roads were at

both sides behind the

plaza; Arrays of trees

were in the middle as

the background of

pool and made the

plaza space more

integrated. After the

array of trees, it was

a bit broader area of

grass which reduced

the upper layer’s

There was a circular fountain

in the center of lower terrace

with sculptures and water

basins, surrounded by four

rectangular grasslands. The

east and west sides had the

same size but different

patterns green belts. In the

middle terrace had four

meters long belt which

connected the upper and

lower layer and it was covered
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Figure 6：Villa Medici

Source:

“http://www.gardenvisit.com/assets/madge/villa_medici_fiesole_garden_1535_jpg/6

00x/villa_medici_fiesole_garden_1535_jpg_600x.jpg”

② ItalianItalianItalianItalian TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace GardenGardenGardenGarden inininin thethethethe middlemiddlemiddlemiddle RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance TimeTimeTimeTime (In(In(In(In thethethethe latelatelatelate 16161616thththth

century)century)century)century)

The architecture

was on the highest

layer.

narrow sense. with climbing plants forming

a green corridor.

Location Layout Architecture Other elements

Located on

the hill of

the

countryside;

Divided into

several

terraces

according to

topography;

There was a main

axis through the

whole garden so

that it became

unified. The scene

was

symmetrically

laid at both sides

of the axis. On the

Sometimes as the

main feature,

architectures were

placed in the highest

place. Sometimes the

garden as an outdoor

extension of

architecture was

used design

Different layers had varied

water technology forms, or

water technology was

combined with statues as a

center. The water

technology was very

skillfully done, not only

emphasizing the contrast

with waterscape and
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During this period, there were three well-known terrace gardens: Villa Palazzina

Farnese; Villa Deste; Villa Lante.

Example:Example:Example:Example: VillaVillaVillaVilla LanteLanteLanteLante (Figure(Figure(Figure(Figure 7):7):7):7):

Formed a

unique and

distinctive

terrace

garden.

axis was pool,

fountains, statues,

steps placed in

order to

strengthen the

effect from a

distant view.

principles to

decorate garden and

make exterior space

co-ordinate with the

interior space on the

field of space form.

background on the fields

of light and shade and

color, but also focusing on

the shade and sound effect

of water, even using water

as its theme to form a

variety of waterscape.

Time Location Layout Other Elements

It was one

of the most

completely

preserved

villas built

in the 16th

century.

On the

gentle slope

facing north,

it is a

rectangular

76 m × 244

m garden.

Different forms of

waterscape together form

an axis of the garden. The

waterscape axis is

integrated with varied

steps and slopes in order to

get the effect of difference

but unified. Buildings on

each side flank the

continuous central axis.

There were four terraces

with elevation difference of

about 5 meters. The bottom

terrace was nearly a square

surrounded by 12 blocks

green areas. In the middle

was a square pool.

Crossroad was connected

with the round island in the

central pool. That island

had a round fountain.
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Figure 7：Villa Lante

Source: “http://www.imagoromae.com/UserFiles/villa_lante.jpg”

③ ItalianItalianItalianItalian TerraceTerraceTerraceTerrace GardenGardenGardenGarden inininin thethethethe latelatelatelate RenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissanceRenaissance TimeTimeTimeTime (form(form(form(form thethethethe latelatelatelate 16161616thththth

centurycenturycenturycentury totototo thethethethe 17171717thththth century)century)century)century)

Characteristics Layout Architecture Other Elements

European

architecture art

went into the

Baroque period;

There were a lot of

new changes in the

fields of garden’s

content and form.

Boulevards

were

interconnected

in the gardens,

even using

cross

boulevards of

the city square.

Buildings

were large

in scale and

positioned

in

prominent

area in a

garden.

Impacted by baroque style,

garden art also seek for strange

and exaggerated expression.

Garden was filled with

decorations. Plant pruning

technique developed well.

Plants were cut into all kinds of

complex and sophisticated

patterns and green sculpture.

http://www.imagoromae.com/UserFiles/villa_lante.jpg
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Example:Example:Example:Example: VillaVillaVillaVilla IsolaIsolaIsolaIsola BellaBellaBellaBella (Figure(Figure(Figure(Figure 8):8):8):8):

Figure 8：Villa Isola

Source:

“http://www.cad.polito.it/%7Eets08/images/isola_bella_aerea.jpg”

Location Architecture Layout Other

Elements

Isola Bella is

situated in the

Borromean

Gulf 400

meters from

the lakeside

town of Stresa.

It is entirely

occupied by

the Palazzo

Borromeo and

its Italianate

garden.

The central axis was faced at the

lobby of Diana. This axis was not

in the same straight line as the

axis of the gardens. Because the

turning point was handled so

deftly, people couldn’t sense the

change of direction. On both sides

of the Diana lobby, there were

semi-circular steps guiding people

to the upper steps, and

unknowingly changed the

direction. Thus, a coherent axis

was formed in the whole garden.

Architecture

and sculpture

played a

leading role;

The garden

was filled

with many

Baroque style

decorations.

Viewed from

a distance, It

was a green

palace.

Demonstrated

man-made

terrace and

architectural

and landscape

ornaments; It

was not only a

pleasure to live

but also a

luxurious place

to visit.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stresa
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_garden
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_garden
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1.31.31.31.3 EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape gardengardengardengarden developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment historyhistoryhistoryhistory

In England, garden features and design style are closely associated with geographical

landscape. The English landscape garden stems from the early 18th century and was

originally inspired by rural literature. Later influenced by new aesthetic ideas and

landscape painting, the English landscape garden developed rapidly. Its overall

feature was “nature” which was completely different from French garden and Italian

garden. It discarded all the geometry and symmetry layouts in favor of gentle slopes,

winding roads, clusters trees, grasslands, and natural water. It focused on integration

of borrowed view and natural landscape. (Zhenzhi Guzhongji, 2004). Compared with

other European gardens, English landscape garden was unique and distinctive. The

difference from the other European styles could be attributed to the following reasons:

1.3.11.3.11.3.11.3.1 GeographyGeographyGeographyGeography andandandand HumanityHumanityHumanityHumanity FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors

England has a maritime climate. Northern part is covered by mountains and plateaus,

while southern part consists of plains and hills. In history, it was a pastoral country.

Pasture land was accounted for more than 40% of the whole country, while the forest

was only 10% (Zhenzhi Guzhongji, 2004). Economy and culture in the southern plain

areas developed very well and natural gentle slopes and isolated trees constituted the

English unique landscape scenery.

1.3.21.3.21.3.21.3.2 OtherOtherOtherOther FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors

England is an island country which is far away from the birthplace of European

civilization, such as Greece and Rome. Therefore, English culture was influenced

relatively little by classical culture but formed its own unique culture.

1.3.31.3.31.3.31.3.3 EnglishEnglishEnglishEnglish landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape gardengardengardengarden featuresfeaturesfeaturesfeatures inininin threethreethreethree periodsperiodsperiodsperiods ofofofof timetimetimetime

Analysis of the English garden focused on the garden art in the mid-18th century after
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English landscape garden was fully evolved. From the point of view of time, English

landscape garden has experienced three periods which are "Transition Period",

"Picturesque Gardens" and "Victorian Period" (Zhenzhi Guzhongji, 2004).

TransitionTransitionTransitionTransition PeriodPeriodPeriodPeriod

PicturesquePicturesquePicturesquePicturesque GardensGardensGardensGardens

Time Famous

Persons

Characteristics

In the

early

18th

century

William

Kent,

Lancelot

Brown,

Alexander

Pope

① Seek for garden’s environment characteristics and

change the dull images of classicism garden.

② The ha-ha wall became emblematic as a popular

device to solve the practical problem of keeping animals

away from the house and yet retaining an uninterrupted

visual relationship between the house and its park.

③ Landscape design was integrated with pasture and

manor in order to reduce the cost of refined geometrical

garden.

Time Famous

Persons

Romantic Characteristics

In the

middle

18th

century

William

Chambers

① Cherish the memory of rural scenery in the

medieval; enjoy Gothic architecture and imitate the

medieval-style ruins and remnants;

② Using wilder landscape gardening elements, such as

cottage, caves and waterfalls gives the gardens a rough

and irregular beauty.

③ Using exotic landscape elements, for example, the

Chinese-style tower in the Kew Garden, as well as

Chinese-style caves in the other picturesque gardens.
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VictorianVictorianVictorianVictorian periodperiodperiodperiod

1.41.41.41.4 DifferencesDifferencesDifferencesDifferences inininin thethethethe mountainmountainmountainmountain landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape conceptsconceptsconceptsconcepts betweenbetweenbetweenbetween thethethethe EastEastEastEast andandandand thethethethe

WestWestWestWest

Since ancient times, there has been an essential difference in dealing with the

mountain landscape concepts and design methods between the East and the West. The

Westerners maintain their attitude towards nature from the religion. Western religions

generally think human beings have the power of God and Man. Human and nature

Time Reasons Characteristics

From the late

18th century to

the early 19th

century

With the development

of capitalism in

Europe and the

growing expansion of

the United Kingdom

overseas trade and

colonization, flowers

around the world

were being imported,

thus forming the main

school in Victorian

period time.

① “massed beds of flowers (bedding

out plants raised in greenhouses), exotic

colors, and intricate designs”

② “A profusion of public gardens and

green spaces aimed at bringing culture

to the masses. Some of the finest

Victorian gardens are public parks, like

People's Park in Halifax.”

③ “Taste in the late Victorian period

varied between formal and the "wild"

garden advocated by the influential

writer William Robinson. Sometimes

the formal and informal looks were

combined in the same garden, as at

Sissinghurst Castle (Kent), and Hidcote

(Gloucestershire).”

(http://www.britainexpress.com/History/eng

lish-gardens.htm)
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can be separated and human can dominate and conquer the nature. The view of

"human-centered" on mountains reflects that human conquers and changes the

mountain landscape. However, the Easterners’ attitude towards mountains has a long

process of understanding and transforming the nature and then constantly sums up

experience and lessons to form ecological concept that human and nature are

interdependent and coordinated and then gradually upgrade to the philosophy of

"Nature and Man in One".

2222 TheTheTheThe ConceptConceptConceptConcept andandandand ContentContentContentContent ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

2.12.12.12.1 TheTheTheThe ConceptConceptConceptConcept ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain

Mountain is a category of geography research. In accordance with the classification of

geography, topography can be divided into plain, hill, plateau and mountain. The

definitions of geography are as follows:

(http://zhidao.baidu.com/question/4241453.html?si=1)

From the point of view of urban planning and architecture, a mountain is a special

PPPPlainlainlainlain PPPPlateaulateaulateaulateau MountainMountainMountainMountain HHHHillillillill

It is the flattest

area in the

territory; the

altitude is

generally below

200 meters. It is

broad, flat and

under feature.

The altitude is

generally above 1000

meters; the area is

large; the terrain is

open and broad; the

edge has steep slope

as boundary; it has

relatively entire and

big bulge area.

Absolute

height is

more than

500 meters;

relative

height is

more than

200 meters

The altitude is more

than 500 meters;

relative height is

not more than 200

meters; it has more

moderate slopes

and continuous low

mountains.
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place with a sense of unique space, comparing with plain, wetland and coastal areas.

In ideology, people feel awe and close to the "mountain". Because of geographical

characteristics, space environment as well as layout of the buildings, mountain

landscape has distinct characteristics.

From the point of view of landscape architecture, mountain should have the landscape

site with a certain special environmental characteristics. Its accessibility and usability

is also unique and bringing people with special feeling inside. Usually using a plot of

land, people neither care about its absolute height, nor absolute height, however,

people focus on visual experience and feeling inside. Therefore, in this paper, the

concept of "mountain" is expanded, not only including mountain, hill, plateau on the

field of geography, but also the areas which have larger topographic relief and

mountainous characteristics not in the mountain regions only.

2.22.22.22.2 TheTheTheThe contentcontentcontentcontent ofofofof mountainmountainmountainmountain landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape

Physical elements dominate the content of mountain landscape is divided into

physical and perception elements. Physical elements can be divided into the natural

landscape and artificial landscape (Norman K. Booth, 1989).

2.2.12.2.12.2.12.2.1 PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical elementselementselementselements ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

Mountain natural landscape includes the following aspects:

① Mountain:Mountain:Mountain:Mountain: It is an important element to build mountain city and is also a

vital symbol of mountainous landscape. In mountain city, highlighting mountains

often become the focus and core of urban landscape. For example, “A Tree

Viewing Deck” (Figure 9) located on the southern mountain in Chongqing is not

only a window to the outside world, but also has witnessed the city's history and

development. Nowadays, tourists from all over the world come to this mountain

city every year, especially at night, and enjoy the city landscape on the “A Tree

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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Viewing Deck” which is a famous tourist spot in Chongqing.

Figure 9：A Tree Viewing Deck

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

② River:River:River:River: River and lake constitutes the lifeline of a city and also the focus of

urban landscape, and also “purify” the city environment. For example, “Wolf

Mountain Landscape and Famous Scenery” (Figure 10) in Nantong, Jiangsu

province is located in the northern shore of Yangtze River where there are five

beautiful mountains in the plains. Standing on the first height of five mountains,

you can see this is the widest place for the Yangtze River whose width is 89

kilometers from the north shore to the south bank. The river became the city's

lifeline.

Figure 10：Wolf Mountain Landscape and Famous Scenery
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Source: taken by author, 2009

③ FieldFieldFieldField andandandandWetland:Wetland:Wetland:Wetland: Because of forces in the nature, water comes together at

the valley of mountains where it is easy to form fields, wetlands, tidal flats. These

beautiful and unique natural landscapes are embedded in the mountain city which

makes urban landscape livelier, pleasant and full of rural scenery.

④ Plants:Plants:Plants:Plants: Different plants have different size, color, and shape. When seasons

change, flowers are vibrant. It is of great significance to shape the visual

landscape and form ecological environment. For example, Plum Blossom

Mountain is located at the southern foot of Purple Mountain. Because there are

1.5 million numbers of plum blossom in the mountain, people call it “Plum

Blossom Mountain” (Figure 11). In spring, it becomes a world of brilliant plum

blossom and a beautiful mountain landscape.

Figure 11：Plum Blossom Mountain

Source: taken by author, 2009

2.2.22.2.22.2.22.2.2 PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical elementselementselementselements ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain ArtificialArtificialArtificialArtificial LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

Artificial landscape is mainly made up of mountain architectures, road and street

spaces. Topography and landform is the basic framework of mountain landscape,

demonstrating the complexity of mountain ecosystem. The mountain landscape is full

of geographical characteristics of the element.
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① MountainMountainMountainMountain Architecture:Architecture:Architecture:Architecture: Mountain architecture constitutes the basic unit of

mountains artificial landscape, from building to building complex, building

complex to cities, towns and urban. Mountain landscape and mountain building

constitute relationship both in whole and partly. For example, in the northwest

part of the YaBuri Mountain in Lhasa, Tibet, the Potala Palace is a large-scale

castle style building (Figure 12). The whole buildings are fitted by contour lines,

and covering more than 100,000 square meters. People can view it from dozens

of miles far away. Meanwhile, it is recognized as an important landmark in Lhasa.

Figure 12：the Potala Palace

Source:

“http://image.baidu.com/i?ct=503316480&z=0&tn=baiduimagedetail&word=%

B2%BC%B4%EF%C0%AD%B9%AC&in=3634&cl=2&cm=1&sc=0&lm=-

1&pn=38&rn=1&di=575758572&ln=2000”

② RoadRoadRoadRoad andandandand StreetStreetStreetStreet Space:Space:Space:Space: The streets and roads in mountain areas and the

landscape formed by streets and roads are one important part of the mountainous

landscape. Mountain roads fit with the topography and roads’ shape is zigzag.

While the topography changes, people’s viewpoint, perspective, horizon

gradually vary, such as the Lombard Street in San Francisco in the United States

(Figure 13). The street is very steep the length of which is no more than 400

meters but the grade of slope is 29 degrees. The design expands the space by

using length in order to decrease the grade of slope, and the brick-paved street
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increases friction. Both sides are filled with all kinds of roses. In the flowering

season, it is like a beautiful picture when viewed from far away.

Figure 13: the Lombard Street in San Francisco

Source: “http://pixdaus.com/single.php?id=58371” and

http://www.executiveedge.com.au/themes/executiveedge/images/issue8/lombard-

street.jpg

2.32.32.32.3 MountainMountainMountainMountain LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape OverallOverallOverallOverall AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

2.3.12.3.12.3.12.3.1 TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography andandandand LandformLandformLandformLandform CharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristicsCharacteristics

In terms of configuration, mountain landscape is a continual combination of

substantiality and insubstantiality. Substantiality refers to component parts of

mountain substantiality and upside the convexity slope which restrict the space edge

and shape. Insubstantiality refers to open and spacious areas made by mountain

substantiality parts, namely concave slope parts which are outside activities areas for

people. In the exterior space environment, substantiality and insubstantiality has

formed multilevel space. Substantiality and insubstantiality, to a great extension, is

constituted of different topography and landform: mogal, ridge, mulde, valley and

composite topography which are made by two or more kinds of landforms above.

DDDDifferentifferentifferentifferent TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography andandandandLLLLandformandformandformandform

TypeTypeTypeType DefinitionDefinitionDefinitionDefinition LayoutLayoutLayoutLayout PicturePicturePicturePicture

http://pixdaus.com/single.php?id=58371
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2.3.22.3.22.3.22.3.2 SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace AttributesAttributesAttributesAttributes ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain TopographyTopographyTopographyTopography

On the same geomorphologic conditions, different locations in the same slope have

different space attributes. The following part of paper discusses space attribute and

characteristic of mountain in terms of top, middle, and bottom position of slope.

1)1)1)1) TopTopTopTop PositionPositionPositionPosition ofofofof thethethethe SlopeSlopeSlopeSlope

MogalMogalMogalMogal When contour lines are

closed, contours are

gradually lower from

inside to outside, such

as hills, monticules and

so on.

RidgeRidgeRidgeRidge When contour lines are

curve, the contour lines

are convex to the low

part.

MuldeMuldeMuldeMulde When contour lines are

closed, contours are

gradually higher from

inside to outside, such

as basins, depressions

and so on.

ValleyValleyValleyValley When contour lines are

curve, the contour lines

are convex to the high

part.

CompositeCompositeCompositeComposite

topographytopographytopographytopography

Composite topography is made up of above two or more types of

combination. It is the most common form in mountain city.
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Top position of the slope which gives people dynamic feelings, has a sense of center

and symbol. This position offers the best view to observe surroundings while the

scope is broad and open. Outline design on the top is also important, because it has a

great influence on mountain shape and outline. Viewing deck is often constructed on

the top.

Mogal and ridge dominates the space attribute of top position. According to different

types, top of slope can be broadly divided into three kinds: convex top (hill-shaped,

monticule-shaped), and ridge top.

① HHHHill-Shapedill-Shapedill-Shapedill-Shaped ConvexConvexConvexConvex TopTopTopTop

The concept of hill is the local eminence landform.All sides have a broad vision, with

the role of centrifugal force and tensile force. It forms an exterior and opening up

pattern.

As is shown in Figure 14：

Figure 14: Hill-Shaped Convex Top

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

② MonticuleMonticuleMonticuleMonticule----SSSShapedhapedhapedhapedConvexConvexConvexConvex TopTopTopTop

Bar-shape bulge topography is known as monticule.

Space attribute: Three sides open horizons; showing a certain slope tendency; with an

open form.

As is shown in Figure 15：
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Figure 15: Monticule-Shaped Convex Top

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

To be concluded：

� Hill-shaped and monticule-shaped top slope represent power and supremacy. On

the field of emotion, on contrast to going down the hill, climbing give people a

sense of divinity. Therefore, convex top has a meaning of sublimity and

commanding.

Convex top sets up the boundary of space and its slope restricts space, controlling the

direction of sight. In general, high top and steep slope of convex terrain strongly

limits the space (Norman K. Booth, 1989). (Figure 16)

Figure 16: high top and steep slope of convex terrain strongly limits the space

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

� On the top of convex terrain, people can feel open and broad. According to the

degree of height and steep gradient, people can find a being viewed point at the

low place, which will change attention from the high terrain to some other

viewpoints rather than the place where people are standing. Therefore, convex

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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topography can usually provide the best vision of observing the surroundings and

landscape, and is also the best building site and viewing site (Norman K. Booth,

1989). (Figure 17)

Figure 17: convex topography can usually provide the best vision of observing the

surroundings

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

③ Ridge-shapedRidge-shapedRidge-shapedRidge-shapedConvexConvexConvexConvex TopTopTopTop

This kind of top has strong sense of alignment and its ridge divides a hill into two

distinctive halves. The ridge separates space strongly with the direction of

extensibility. Viewing platform and visual-oriented landmark are often located on the

ridge-shaped convex top.

As is shown (Figure 18)：

Figure 18: Ridge-shaped Convex Top

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

Ridge has three characteristics:

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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� It can provide a commanding height in the surrounding, along the ridge line,

there are many viewpoints but the best viewpoint is the end of the highest point.

� It is oriented and dynamic. In the function, whether vehicles or pedestrians, they

can get the most convenient move, as long as they are located in the ridge line, or

at least parallel to the ridge (Norman K. Booth, 1989).

� Ridge can play the role of separating other objects. As the edge of space, it is like

a wall to separate each space and valley. (Figure 19)

Figure 19: Ridge can play the role of separating other objects

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

2)2)2)2) MiddleMiddleMiddleMiddle positionpositionpositionposition ofofofof thethethethe slopeslopeslopeslope

Middle position of the slope has a good viewpoint and direction. Because of good

drainage and less strong wind, the plants grow very well there. Comparing it with the

top slope with broad and open vision and bottom slope with full of plants and closed

space, middle position of the slope is relatively open and forms a semi-closed and

semi-open space. In the light of type, it can be mainly divided into 2 categories.

① In this type of slope, space attribute is open pattern, broad vision and clear

direction. It is very important for the mountain landscape for concave part makes

space close to the inside and convex part makes space open to the outside.

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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As is shown （Figure20）:

Figure 20: Middle position of the slope

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

② In this type of slope, space attribute is that three sides are narrow and one

side is open. The sight here is strongly blocked and only open in one single

direction.（Figure 21）

Figure 21: Middle position of the slope

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

3)3)3)3) BBBBottomottomottomottom positionpositionpositionposition ofofofof thethethethe slopeslopeslopeslope

If there is no flat terrain in the slope environment, concave space and valley space

will dominate activity center and composition point. Bottom position of the slope is

basic and activity space in the mountain landscape. Based on the different forms of

bottom, it can be divided into two categories:

① ConcaveConcaveConcaveConcave SlopeSlopeSlopeSlope BottomBottomBottomBottom

� The degree and height of slope around a concave bottom, as well as the width of

bottom space, restrict a concave slope bottom.

� A concave slope bottom has a close and private sense. When people stand there,

they have a weak relationship with surrounding space and facilities. It is difficult

to get across its edge and change sight form one place into other areas of
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landscape (Norman K. Booth, 1989). （Figure 22）

Figure 22: Concave Slope Bottom

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

� Concave slope bottom can avoid strong wind above, however, rainfall often

assembles its low-lying land. Therefore, using and designing concave slope

bottom, it is better to know and learn the climate characteristic there.

② ValleyValleyValleyValley slopeslopeslopeslope bbbbottomottomottomottom

Valley slope contains certain mogal and ridge characteristics of banding and direction.

Because of the direction of the valley bottom, it is very suitable for various

movements. For example, a lot of roads usually go through the valley bottom. In

addition, valleys belong to the typical sensitive hydrological and ecological areas

which often have a stream, river and flood zone. The soil of valley bottom is fertile,

and thus it is also a crop area with high yield.

2.3.32.3.32.3.32.3.3 InfluenceInfluenceInfluenceInfluence FactorsFactorsFactorsFactors ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace

The nature of mountain landscape depends on its degree of closing that is space

limitations and depends on specific conditions which constitute the space, such as the

scope of horizon, slope gradient, and topography skyline.

1)1)1)1) TTTThehehehe scopescopescopescope ofofofof horizonhorizonhorizonhorizon

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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The scope of horizon is the bottom area of the space, referring to the bottom or

foundation of the space. It is the area usually used. It may be flat ground, with minor

change in terrain. In general, the larger the scope of ground is, the larger the space is.

2)2)2)2) SlopeSlopeSlopeSlope GGGGradientradientradientradient

In the same terrain, slope gradient change affects the strength of a sense of space and

sight of openness and closure. Slope gradient have a relationship with space

constraints that is the steeper the slope is, the stronger a sense of space is. At the same

time, watching slope from the outside, it is more attractive for the buildings on the top

slope and vice versa. In the field of architectural design theory, the slope can be

divided into different types. As is shown:

3)3)3)3) TTTTopographyopographyopographyopography SSSSkylinekylinekylinekyline

Topography skyline represents the edge between visualization height of the terrain

and the sky. Many elements affect space vision and space edge, such as the relative

position between horizon outline and observer, height and distance. The visual region

within these boundaries is often called “the circle of vision.” In addition, with the

location of observation and horizon outline, the space formed by horizon outline

0—1% 5% slope 5—10%

slope

10—15% slope Above 15%

slope

Too flat

and not

good for

water

drainage

The ideal

topography

conditions; it

only needs a

little

excavation

work

It is suitable

to set up

buildings.

Buildings are

constructed in split-

level layout, and

parallel with the contour

lines in order to reduce

excavation work. It

requires retaining walls

in right places.

Adopt a

special way

to construct

buildings.
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comes out a sense of expansion or contraction (Norman K. Booth, 1989). （Figure

23）

Figure 23: the space formed by horizon outline

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

4)4)4)4) TheTheTheThe RRRRelationshipelationshipelationshipelationship bbbbetweenetweenetweenetween thethethethe ThreeThreeThreeThree ofofofof ThemThemThemThem

The above three factors play a role in the enclosed space at the same time. At any

limited space, the degree of closeness depends on the field of vision, slope gradient

and skyline. In general, when the ratio of these three elements exceed 45 ° angle, the

vision scope between 40 ° -60 ° angle above the horizontal line and 20 ° angle down

the horizontal line, vision scope is totally closed. When the ratio of the three variable

elements is less than 18 ° angle, it lost its sense of closure (Norman K. Booth, 1989).

(Figure 24)

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/search-handle-url/ref=ntt_athr_dp_sr_1?%5Fencoding=UTF8&search-type=ss&index=books&field-author=Norman%20K.%20Booth
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Figure 24:A sense of closure

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

When changing slope gradient, topography skyline but unchanging the scope of

bottom area, it can constitute three completely different spaces. (Figure 25)

Figure 25: three completely different spaces

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

3333 CaseCaseCaseCase StudyStudyStudyStudy

In this paper, the first part summarizes traditional Chinese, Italian, English mountain

gardens and landscape; the second part describes the mountain characteristics and

contents. The following part will give four different examples of the mountainous

landscape. Actually in the practical situation, due to a lot of constraints, it is not

possible to sum up a complete system of design theory from only some cases,

however, it is possible to study on the fields of a certain level and region, or a

particular mountain environment and sum up some common characteristics and
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design methods of mountain landscape.

In the three cases, one example is the Boboli garden in Florence, Italy According to

design with mountain features, it creates a purely man-made mountain landscape;

Another two cases are Harni terraces landscapes, in Yuanyang County and Chongqing,

the mountain city of China. The former is based on agriculture. Design is combined

with agricultural drainage, flood control and creates a stable farming mountain

landscape; the latter is based on the city where there is frequent human activity and

interfere with the natural environment, the design is related to the mountain city

characteristics and creates unique mountain city landscape.

3.13.13.13.1 TheTheTheThe BoboliBoboliBoboliBoboli GardensGardensGardensGardens

3.1.1History3.1.1History3.1.1History3.1.1History

From 1450 to 1465, Lucca Pitti had many houses along the Via Romana in Florence

pulled down in order to build a palazzo with a piazza in front. In 1550 Grand Duke

Cosimo I de’s Medici’s wife bought the palazzo. Behind it, on the slope of the hill of

Boboli, a garden was laid out after a design by NiccolÒ Tribolo (Clemens

Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003). After that, the gardens have passed through

several stages of enlargement and restructuring work. They were enlarged in the 17th

century to their present extent of 45,000 meters². The Boboli Gardens have come to

form an outdoor museum of garden sculpture that includes Roman antiquities as well

as 16th and 17th century works. (Figure 26, 27)
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Figure 26：The Boboli Gardens in the 16th century

Source: “Architecture And Landscape: The Design Experiment Of The Great
European GardensAnd Landscapes”, Clemens Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003

Figure 27: The Boboli Gardens in the 17th century

Source: “Architecture and Landscape: The Design Experiment of The Great
European Gardens and Landscapes”, Clemens Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003
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3.1.23.1.23.1.23.1.2 RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship withwithwithwith BoboliBoboliBoboliBoboli gardensgardensgardensgardens’’’’ sitesitesitesite andandandand citycitycitycity

The original Roman centre of Florence (1) is rectangular and as a templum (holy plan)

orientated in the traditional north-south manner. The city lies in the valley of the

River Arno, which flows in a northwest-southeast direction. This orientation is

emphasized by the layout of the Roman settlement, which is charted across valley as

framework. The cardo maximus (axis) of this settlement grid is at right angles to the

river, while the decumanus maximus (transverse axis) runs parallel to it (Clemens

Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003). These orthogonal axes form the basis of the

landscape divisions in the valley. (Figure 28)

Figure 28: the basis of the landscape divisions in the valley

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

From the map, it can be seen that in the north of the old city, work began on a new

cathedral, the Santa Maria del Fiore (F) on the Pizza del Duomo. Just outside the

southern boundary of the Roman city, Arnolfo built the new Palazzo della Signoria (E)

for the city council on the piazza of the same name. The new buildings were linked to
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each other by the Via dei Calzaiuoli. During a process of demolition, relocation and

renovation spanning the 14th century, in which aesthetic motives played an

increasingly dominant role, the Piazza della Signoria was made into a ceremonial

square.

3.1.33.1.33.1.33.1.3 PlanPlanPlanPlan

The whole garden is divided into two separate parts:

The primary axis, centered on the rear facade of the palace, rises on Boboli Hill from

a deep amphitheater that is reminiscent in its shape of one half of a classical

hippodrome or racecourse. At the center of the amphitheater and rather dwarfed by its

position is the Egyptian obelisk brought from the Villa Medici at Rome. This primary

axis terminates in a fountain of Neptune, with the sculpture of Neptune by Stoldo

Lorenzi visible against the skyline as a visitor climbs the slope. At the top are the

panoramic views of Florence (Clemens Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003). Giulio

Parigi laid out the long secondary axis at a right angle to the main one, which leads

down through a series of terraces and water features, with the bosquets on either side

(Figure 29).

Figure 29: the plan of Boboli gardens

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amphitheater
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippodrome
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Egypt
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Villa_Medici
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neptune_(god)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stoldo_Lorenzi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stoldo_Lorenzi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giulio_Parigi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giulio_Parigi
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosquet
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The Palazzo Pitti is symmetrically placed on the axis, which ascends the hill from the

north-west to the south-east. Situated on the axis( from below to above), you find the

piazza on the Via Romana, the palazzo, the cortile, the Artichoke Fountain, the first

(stone) theatre, the Neptune Fountain and the second (green) amphitheatre (Clemens

Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003).

The first amphitheatre, with its elongated curved shape, seems visually to be a

continuation of the palazzo’s piano nobile. Its height is such that the rear façade of the

palazzo acts as stage scenery and determines the view in the direction of the town. It is

only along a diagonal line of vision that the sacred and political poles of the city of

Florence become visible: Brunelleschi’s dome and the campanile of the Palazzo della

Signoria.

From the large upper amphitheatre the palazzo is reduced to a neutral screen

concealing the ancient city: only the campanile of Santo Spirito protrudes above its

roof. TheArno valley with its hills, however, it is visible above this screen.

The sequence of spaces provided by the theatres, which seems to culminate at the top

of the hill, is given a surprising sequel. The view back over the palazzo and the city

shows the garden united with the natural arena of the Arno Valley. This “periscope”

effect is a way of siting the urban palazzo as a villa in the landscape. The staging of

Brunelleschi’s dome from the first theatre and the landscape from the second has the

additional effect of separating the observer’s optical experience of the landscape from

that of the city (Clemens Steenbergen and Wouter Reh, 2003). In contrast to the

sequence of levels, spaces and dimensions on the axis of the palazzo, the Viottolone

forms a continuous link with porta Romana and the Villa Poggio Imperiale outside.

3.1.43.1.43.1.43.1.4 LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures ofofofof BoboliBoboliBoboliBoboli gardensgardensgardensgardens

(1)(1)(1)(1) TTTThehehehe VisualVisualVisualVisual SequenceSequenceSequenceSequence
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“To walk from one end of the plan to another, at a uniform pace, will provide a

sequence of revelations which are suggested in the serial drawings opposite, reading

from left to right. Each arrow on the plan represents a drawing. The even progress of

travel is illuminated by a series of sudden contrasts and so an impact is made on the

eye, bringing the plan to life.” (Gordon Cullen, 1971)

Followed by the North-South axis of the garden, it can be seen a series of continuous

landscape. Standing at different platforms on the axis, visitors will be curious about

the next landscape. If visitors want to climb on the maximum slope, it need to board a

revolving stage with a contraction of sight, then come to the top of Boboli garden( the

Knight’s garden), finally the line of sight is suddenly opened. Looking ahead from

here, the whole view of Florence can be seen (Figure 30,31).

Figure 30 Figure 31

The view on the top of Boboli garden The whole view of Florence

Source: taken by author, 2009 Source: taken by author, 2009

On the process of climbing the garden, if visitors look back, a different series of

continuous landscape can be seen, which forms a contrast with the front view. (Figure

32, 33)
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Figure 32: a different series of continuous landscape

Source: taken by author, 2009

Figure 33: a different series of continuous landscape

Source: taken by author, 2009

(2)(2)(2)(2) DefiniteDefiniteDefiniteDefinite NodesNodesNodesNodes

Node, as network structure of mountain space, is not only the starting and ending

point, connecting point or arrest point, but also the space where people do activities
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and have a rest. The definite image of nodes makes pedestrians get a clear spatial

orientation. The key point of node formation is "stop", including visual and

psychological stop. There are three ways to get definite nodes: strong spatial mode;

clear spatial image; and an area which people use most often. Three-dimensional

mountain space forms varied stops so that people can access different space images on

different heights of mountain and produce unique feeling of space.

According to the different functions, there are many nodes of Boboli garden:

Entrance

(Figure 34)

The entrance is connected with Palazzo Pitti which is as a museum

now. The building of entrance makes visitors feel the historical and art

atmosphere in Boboli garden at the beginning.

Neptune

Fountain

Though the broad Anphitheatre, visitors arrive at the Neptune

Fountain, as a key point of the whole garden, which is much higher

than Anphitheatre. The area of fountain is large and visitors can have a

rest around it to prepare for the next climb.

The

sculpture on

the maxim of

North- South

axis

(Figure 35)

The node is connected with the gardens of the North-South and East-

West axis. To the west of the sculpture, there is a spiral stairs which

guide to the Knight’ garden. To the west of the stairs, there is a long

and broad avenue with tall cypress on the two sides. Its eastern part is

higher than the west. It is not designed into a terrace but a long slope

in order to highlight the role of its connection.

The Knight’

garden

This is not only the top of Boboli garden, but also the climax of

landscape. Meanwhile, here is also another important node. Standing

on the Knight’ garden, the view both inside and outside garden can be

seen. In the middle of the Knight’ garden, there is a small fountain

surrounded by roses and boxes. On the one side of garden, there is a

museum for tableware collection which keeps the important tableware

for several centuries.
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Figure 34: Entrance Figure 35: The sculpture on the maxim

of North- South axis

Source: taken by author, 2009 Source: taken by author, 2009

（3333）DistinctDistinctDistinctDistinct RoadRoadRoadRoadNetNetNetNet

There are two main roads in the Boboli garden. One is North-South orientation and

another is from the east to the west. Both of them make the two integrated and

independent gardens into one part. These two roads, as the framework of the whole

garden, are not only the main roads of the Boboli garden but also the primary

landscape axis. The main roads with clear boundary have distinct orientation, which

guide the visitor by different mountain landscape.

There are also many different width and length minor roads, which are like the blood

of the garden. These minor roads make up the intermediary, turning and start point of

each individual space. According to the terrace features, road direction change and

space cushion, the minor roads are designed to be a feeling of “entering”.
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3.23.23.23.2 MountainMountainMountainMountain City:City:City:City: ChongqingChongqingChongqingChongqing

3.2.1Chongqing3.2.1Chongqing3.2.1Chongqing3.2.1Chongqing LocationLocationLocationLocation AnalysisAnalysisAnalysisAnalysis

Chongqing is located in the southwest China with many hills and low mountains. It

has an average altitude of 400 meters. Chongqing is a famous mountain city, which is

characterized by flowing contour and three-dimensional sense. Compared with the

plain city, Chongqing has the advantage of the natural resources which can create a

mountain and water garden city with special landscape feature. However, compared

to other mountain landscape, because of the most frequent human activities, the

natural landscape is affected strongly by other artificial elements. Therefore, it is

worthy of studying and learning from shaping mountain landscape

(http://baike.baidu.com/view/2833.htm). Overall, Chongqing has the following

characteristics on the field of shaping of mountain landscape:

3.2.2Plentiful3.2.2Plentiful3.2.2Plentiful3.2.2Plentiful RoadRoadRoadRoad LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

Streets are integrated the different parts of city through transportation link, which is a

basic linear space. It constitutes the framework in the entire urban morphology and

other environmental elements are arranged along and associated with it (Kevin Lynch,

1960).

In the mountain environment, unique geographical conditions have brought a great

deal of hardship for mountain transportation. Human has a much greater need for

vertical connections. At the same time, terrain differences form unique mountain

transportation features: free, varied, and three-dimensional landscape layout.

(1)(1)(1)(1) DefiniteDefiniteDefiniteDefinite FigureFigureFigureFigure andandandandGroundGroundGroundGround RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship inininin StreetscapeStreetscapeStreetscapeStreetscape

An important feature of Chongqing streets is that there is no ambiguous space

between streets and buildings, such as yards or green open spaces. Therefore, streets

http://baike.baidu.com/view/2833.htm
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and buildings have a clear figure and ground inter-relationship. At the same time,

streets organization follows the principles of accessibility, continuity and closed, so

the structure generally maintains integrated figure features. Because of uniform

density buildings, it gives prominence to the characteristic of "figure". This is the

unique characteristics of streetscape in the mountain city. (Figure 36)

Figure 36: the unique characteristics of streetscape

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

(2)(2)(2)(2) ConstitutedConstitutedConstitutedConstituted ElementsElementsElementsElements ofofofof MainMainMainMain Streetscape:Streetscape:Streetscape:Streetscape: PathsPathsPathsPaths andandandandNodesNodesNodesNodes

Path and node constitute important streetscape elements. The streets of Chongqing, as

a line of action, life stage, communication place and cultural antecedents, have very

prominent features. (Figure 37, 38)

Figure 37: Paths and Nodes Figure 38: Paths and Nodes

Source: illustrated by author, 2009
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1) Continuity and Proximity

Streets create good guide, hidden, gradual and orderly spatial organization through

the relationship with buildings which make long streets into separated but mutually

connected different spaces and adapt to human scale. Buildings around the streets

where a residence can stand next to a shop without any gap in between them form a

sequence of lively and vital spaces.

2) The Appropriate Proportion Relationship

Chongqing traditional main streets give a sense of excitement and prosperity. The

important factor is the streets of Chongqing have an appropriate proportion, namely

the ratio of the width to the height remains generally below 2. The proportion creates

a sense of friendly and comfortable street space.

3) Node arrangement

Node is a constituent element of city streets. Streets of Chongqing are dealing well

with nodes and create a unique streetscape order.Along the main street is filled with a

lot of communication space which become the gathering leisure places for daily life.

3.2.3Architectures3.2.3Architectures3.2.3Architectures3.2.3Architectures LayoutLayoutLayoutLayout andandandand FormFormFormForm

(1)(1)(1)(1)ArchitecturesArchitecturesArchitecturesArchitectures coordinatedcoordinatedcoordinatedcoordinated withwithwithwith contourcontourcontourcontour lineslineslineslines

In the mountain city, architectures should coordinate with roads and contour lines. If

building orientation coordinates the slope and road, a large number of buildings can

be arranged to follow contour lines. At the same time, it should pay attention to

landscape sight corridors and arrange some architectures, such as towers, pavilions in

order to break the gentle outlines. Architectures layout of Chongqing generally adapt

to the trend of mountains, so form a coordinated architecture landscape pattern.

Because of different height of mountains, building layouts also differ from each other

and generally become a balanced pattern: center is high and both sides are low.
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(2)(2)(2)(2) RelationshipRelationshipRelationshipRelationship betweenbetweenbetweenbetweenArchitectureArchitectureArchitectureArchitecture andandandandGradientGradientGradientGradient

In order to adapt to complex urban land use, buildings have many unique forms. In

moderate slopes, building layouts are multi-level extension. However, in deep slopes,

building layouts are mainly vertical. These mountain buildings with horizontal and

vertical connection and combination form a multi-dimensional and intensive cluster

space pattern.

(3)Building(3)Building(3)Building(3)BuildingGroundingGroundingGroundingGroundingFormFormFormForm

On the one hand, the feature of mountain architecture is that they follow land and

freely arrange their combinations; on the other hand, it manifests on single building

earthing forms. These forms make the best use of space and adapt to complex terrains.

It is a breakthrough on the using land.

3.2.43.2.43.2.43.2.4 PlentifulPlentifulPlentifulPlentiful WaterfrontWaterfrontWaterfrontWaterfront LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

The river plays the same significant role as the mountain for Chongqing. The Yangtze

River and Jialing River separate the city into two parts so Yuzhong peninsula becomes

the city center. From the top to see the entire city of Chongqing, its development is

moving toward the rivers depth. Two rivers supply to the layout conditions for the city.

They not only separate but also connect the whole city.

Waterfront Landscape of Chongqing has the following features:

(1)(1)(1)(1) DistinctDistinctDistinctDistinct GradationsGradationsGradationsGradations andandandand ClearClearClearClear PatternsPatternsPatternsPatterns

Mountain outline is obvious in the main city of Chongqing where the land falls off

form the center towards the rivers. Rivers, wide or narrow, flow throughout the city or

around and stretch like a line. That forms three levels of waterfront landscape

environment from buildings (physical space), vertical greening (semi-physical space)

to water (void space). Therefore, waterfront spaces interconnect each other and show

different levels landscape with height difference. (Figure 39)
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Figure 39: different levels landscape with height difference

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

(2)(2)(2)(2) RiversideRiversideRiversideRiverside BuildingsBuildingsBuildingsBuildings CloselyCloselyCloselyClosely IntegratedIntegratedIntegratedIntegrated withwithwithwith TerrainTerrainTerrainTerrain

Waterfront building planning should as far as possible stay out of the visual corridor

leading to the water. This visual corridor has organic links between city and riverside,

which not only display the urban landscape, but also guide river wind into city and

improve the climate. When the slope along the waterfront largely changes in the

terrain, mountain special approaches can be used which make buildings integrated

with environment and highlight the characteristics of mountain city.
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3.2.53.2.53.2.53.2.5 EightEightEightEight levelslevelslevelslevels ofofofof skylineskylineskylineskyline ofofofof towntowntowntown

Skyline of mountain city manifests the overall morphological characteristics of

Chongqing. An important component of the skyline is ridge lines reflecting natural

ecological environment. Mountain-water city and its dependent ecological

environment together build the harmonious relationship between human and nature.

This is a prominent feature which is different from the other cities on the field of

urban landscape. Chongqing, is a typical mountain city in the western region of

China, its plentiful urban skyline has the following main features:

As a central city of western China, the city’s development is in an orderly and intense

manner.All types of buildings in urban districts are adopted to uniform principles that

conform to terrace so show the organic unity but urban fabric. It is not only the

formation of multi-level skyline of the city landscape, but the creation of rich and

varied landscape in modern mountain city.

There are eight levels of skyline of Chongqing, that is, bank line (the border with river

and bank) ----- waterfront road line ----- nearby building view line ----- setback

building view line ----- nearby mountain view line ----- far mountain view line -----

skyline of town. These eight lines or eight levels have an important link with

geographical conditions, the overall city layout and urban design. (Figure 40)

Figure 40: eight lines

Source: illustrated by author, 2009
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3.2.63.2.63.2.63.2.6 PlentifulPlentifulPlentifulPlentiful LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape SightSightSightSight

Because of fluctuated terrain and varied topography in the mountain city, it brings

many viewing angles with the exception of in the plain city, such as looking up,

looking down and overlooking. Chongqing contains a special pattern of facing at

rivers and backing on the mountains making the landscape sight of facing at the

Yangtze River and Jialing River very important. The buildings near the rivers should

have specific height control. In order to get a good landscape visual corridor, there

should be taken some measures, for example, controlling the ratio of height and width

of buildings, arranging buildings erected by the rivers, opening the layout of "V"-

shaped, enhancing the depth view of the site and a sense of architectural lines. (Figure

41)

Figure 41: "V"-shaped

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

3.33.33.33.3 YuanyangYuanyangYuanyangYuanyang TerracedTerracedTerracedTerraced FieldFieldFieldField LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape

Terraced field is a great way of taking full advantages of mountain resources to get

crops and at the same time conserving of both moisture and soil. Terrace not only has

a high ecological value also has regulation functions. From the perspective of the

historical anthropology, it has a long history and rich national culture. Therefore,

terraced field is the natural and cultural heritage for human beings. People living in
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mountain areas create rural landscape and culture with local characteristics in the

process of cultivation. From the perspective of mountain landscape, it also has

important research value.

3.3.13.3.13.3.13.3.1 IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction

Yuanyang in Yunnan Province is the southern section of Ailao mountain chains where

the central land is high and both sides are low. Yuanyang, Yuanyang is also the

settlements of Hani which has the fourth biggest population in Yunnan province.

There terraced fields are in the mountains and their terraced fields’ slope is between

15 degree to 75 degree. The highest terrace is 5000 steps. Hani terraced field has three

major scenic areas: Bada, Tiger Mouth and Duo Yishu.

(http://zh.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=%E5%85%83%E9%98%B3&variant=zh-

cn)

3.3.23.3.23.3.23.3.2 NaturalNaturalNaturalNatural ReasonReasonReasonReason ofofofof HaniHaniHaniHani TerracedTerracedTerracedTerraced FieldFieldFieldField FormationFormationFormationFormation

The most important natural reason is that Ailao Mountains’ specific topography,

climate and other natural conditions create the magnificent and unique Hani terraced

fields. There the minimum altitude is 144 meters and the maximum is 2,939.6 meters,

so the altitude range is 2,795.6 meters. The County belongs to the subtropical

monsoon climate. Because of its complex terrain, vertical climate is prominent.

Hani people live on the upper section of mountains where mild climate and abundant

rainfall make it very suitable for growing rice, such as the average annual temperature

of 15 degree and about 1670 hours’ sunshine throughout the year. So since the Sui and

Tang dynasties, Hani ancestors had cultivated terraced fields and planted rice here.

During the 1200 years, Hani people have taken their efforts to dig and built hundreds

of ditches, among which there are 4653 ditches. So that solves the most important

problem of rice: water. Hani people make the best use of natural environment and
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construct terraced field. They have also protected and maintained them through over

thousand years, as a result create a stable subtropical terraced agricultural landscape.

(http://www.hhtt.cn/artshow.asp?id=1053)

3.3.33.3.33.3.33.3.3 HaniHaniHaniHani terracedterracedterracedterraced fieldfieldfieldfield landscapelandscapelandscapelandscape

1）Hani terraced field landscape structure

Hani terraced field landscape structure is made up of three parts: Forest landscape,

Hani settlement landscape, terraced field landscape (Figure 42).

Figure 42: Hani terraced field landscape

Source: taken by author, 2009

Forest

landscape

Forest ecosystem space pattern and Hani Biological resources use pattern

Climate factor light、heat、water、disaster and so on

Biological factor plant、animal

Land factor terrace、soil、landform

Hani

settlement

landscape

Population、age structure、educational level、labor force ratio

Village distribution pattern、dietary habit、clothes and so on

Paddy farming technology、religion、festival、psychology and so on
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(2) Hani terraced field landscape features

① Combination of Terraced Field and Agricultural

Hani terraced field landscape along the contour lines forms the spatial structure of

forest - Hani settlement - Terraced field. This special structure is consisted of unique

energy and material flows which have good environmental protection function and

form the stability of terraced agricultural landscape. (Figure 43)

Figure 43: the stability of terraced agricultural landscape

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

From the chart, it can be seen that rain falls on the ground and become surface runoff

(part infiltrate), and then surface runoff flows along the slope to go through forests,

villages and terraced fields. Because terrace field is built into horizontal plane and

there is a higher level of footpath of rice field, surface runoff with sediment is retained

Cow、horse、pig、chicken and so on

Terraced

field

landscape

terraced field landscape space pattern and irrigation system

primary producer Paddy farming and wild plants

secondary producer fish、eel、loach and so on

decomposer soil microorganism、bacteria and so on

Natural environment factors Rice soil、climate and so on
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and precipitated which has the function of conservation of both moisture and soil. In

addition, forests, villages and terraced fields distribute in the vertical level, thus this

structure facilitates Hani people's lives, for example, they can hunt, collect, chop

wood in the upper part and also can easily manage fertilizer and terraced fields in the

lower part. What’s more, this structure can keep domestic sewerage, excrement and

garbage in the terraced fields in order to increase fertility and reduce the pollution

which forms a self-purification system to access to clean water and protect the local

Hani villages. The rain is stored by forests after that become the way of streams or

springs flowing into villages and supply the water for life. In addition, the villages are

above the terraced fields, as well as protect the local Hani villages

(http://www.hhtt.cn/artshow.asp?id=1036).

② Special EarthworksArt

“An artwork which involves the manipulation of the natural environment and/or the

use of natural materials, such as earth, stones, or wood”

(http://www.tiscali.co.uk/reference/encyclopaedia/hutchinson/m0039886.html)

Earthworks art is a form of art created in nature. Hani terraced field is a combination

of natural and manmade landscape, as well as a kind of earthworks art.

Because of terrain conditions, water distribution, ecological environment and

different altitude, as well as seasons, Hani terraced field forms a kind of earthworks

art with distinct seasons (Figure 44). Large areas of terraced fields closely link

together which show a high degree of harmony both man and nature. They are full of

strong artistic appeal. At the same time, terraced fields are combined with ecological

environment, local buildings, which create a unique but comprehensive landscape

integrated with terraced field landscape, weather landscape, architecture landscape,

forestry ecological landscape and colorful ethnic customs and cultural landscape.

http://www.tiscali.co.uk/reference/encyclopaedia/hutchinson/m0039886.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Art
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Figure 44: earthworks art with distinct seasons

Source: “http://image.baidu.com/”

4444 MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods andandandand ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape DesignDesignDesignDesign

4.14.14.14.1 AdjustAdjustAdjustAdjust totototo thethethethe terrainterrainterrainterrain andandandand PlanPlanPlanPlan thethethethe SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace

From the above three cases, we can that see they adjust to the original topography and

then decide the function of that land, at last reasonably plan or design the space. For

example, Hani terraced field landscape on the basis of natural terrace and texture

combined with agriculture to create a magnificent mountain landscape. Boboli garden

built on the slope is also adjusted to the terrain and shows how the mountain

landscape is integrated with the city. And Chongqing is another good example about a

city built on the mountain.

To be concluded, every mountain or terrace has its specific purpose, function and

basic condition. Its function decides the content and its content decides the design of
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space form, therefore. Therefore the arrangement and design of the layout should be

related to the base mountain conditions.

4.24.24.24.2 MethodMethodMethodMethod ofofofof SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace OrganizationOrganizationOrganizationOrganization

4.2.14.2.14.2.14.2.1 ConstrainingConstrainingConstrainingConstraining spacespacespacespace throughthroughthroughthrough thethethethe topographytopographytopographytopography

In the case of Chongqing, we can see how the topography constrains the spaces. In

Yuzhong peninsula, space is strongly constrained by topography, thus the area along

the river is integrated with the space extending from the mountains, finally it forms

the intersection of landscape and the sight along the Yangtze River disappears in a

long distance.

Through this example it can be drawn: mountain environment can restrict the space.

The overall direction of a space is generally towards the wide field of vision or the

lower landform instead of the higher one. If the designer can make good use of this

feature of terrain, the desired space effect can be achieved.

4.2.24.2.24.2.24.2.2 ChoosingChoosingChoosingChoosing appropriateappropriateappropriateappropriate pathpathpathpath andandandand nodenodenodenode

In the case of Chongqing, Streets create good guide, hidden, gradual and orderly

spatial organization through the relationship with buildings which make long streets

into separated but mutually connected different spaces and adapt to human scale. In

the case of Boboli Garden, according to the different functions, there are many nodes,

such as “entrance”， “Neptune Fountain”，“the sculpture on the maxim of North-

South axis”，“the Knight’ garden”.

It can be drawn from these two cases that “path” and “node” are very important in

the mountain environment. For one thing, “path” is made up of the framework of the

whole space. To be considered, path has a close link to the landform. If the design
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wants people go through quickly, it is better use plain land, follow the ridge line of

mountain or the flat ground of valley. “Node” plays a vital role of connecting

different paths. When the designer chooses the place of “node”, he also should think

about the effect of landform. If people have a rest, they need a relatively flat area

(node). For example, the top of convex often has a relatively flat area which is not

only the maxim of mountain, but also the resting place for people.

4.2.34.2.34.2.34.2.3 SpaceSpaceSpaceSpace SequenceSequenceSequenceSequence RelationRelationRelationRelation

In the case of Boboli garden, along with the rising landform, visitor will gradually be

curious about the coming landscape, but if he or she doesn’t want to move, the whole

landscape cannot be seen. In this situation, visitors have to move forward themselves

to explore, during which they can get different and special landscape until enjoy the

panorama at last.

It can be learnt that mountain landscape should build up the space sequence relation

through showing or hiding the objective alternatively. When a visitor only sees one

part of scenery, he or she will look forward to the hidden scenery until explore the

panorama. The designer can use this to create a sequence and different landscape to

guide visitors forward.

4.2.44.2.44.2.44.2.4 ConstrainingConstrainingConstrainingConstraining LineLineLineLine ofofofof SightSightSightSight throughthroughthroughthrough thethethethe MountainMountainMountainMountain FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures

In the case of Chongqing, the best viewpoint to see the skyline of the city is on the

top of the opposite mountain. This sight angle is vertical to the seen city and no other

object block the sight, so the watcher can enjoy the landscape levels.

It can be drawn that spatial organization is closely related to the sight. In the vertical

plane, mountain landform can affect the visual range of the object. If it can be use in

the field of design, it can create attractive sights of landscape levels and sequences.
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In terms of ground, landform can easily affect the height and distance between the

watcher and scenery which can give the watcher different visual experienced.

4.2.54.2.54.2.54.2.5 UsingUsingUsingUsing ofofofof thethethethe commandingcommandingcommandingcommanding heightheightheightheight

In the case of “A Tree Viewing Deck” in Chongqing, this view platform greatly uses

the commanding height of the mountain. Standing on the platform, people can enjoy

the entire city which integrated with the sky and the Yangtze River.

Generally speaking, commanding point refers to the top or near the top of the

mountain. Looking ahead from this position, people can view the whole scenery of

slope. When a certain object is set on the top of convex, the object will be visually

integrated with the background sky.

5555 ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion

5.15.15.15.1 InstructionInstructionInstructionInstruction ofofofof FrameworkFrameworkFrameworkFramework ofofofof MountainMountainMountainMountain LandscapeLandscapeLandscapeLandscape DesignDesignDesignDesign

The framework derived from this paper is not a perfect and omnipotent application

mode, but is a more clear explanation of the figure through the previous process of

analysis and conclusions (Figure 45).

As far as the mountain landscape is concerned, its specificity refers to undulating

terrain and environment changes caused by terrain. For the author’s framework, these

changes are highlighted in the three main areas which develop by themselves and

interacts each other. From the drawing, we can clearly understand the relationship

and principle of natural elements in the process of development, as well as how the

human factors, social factors and other factors effect on the mountain environment.

Mountainous terrain can constitute space. And terrain can have an influence on the

function of space, and then on space and view organization in order to form the site

overall arrangement adjusted to environmental characteristics. This site can be
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combined with culture and show a dynamic space. Mountain terrain affects the

micro-climate of slope environment. The micro-climate with macroclimate in that

region affects the natural characteristics of vegetation, soil, water and other natural

elements. At last, it forms the customs and habit of a certain region which constitute

the environmental characteristics of mountain landscape. Such environment

characteristics are impacted by social aesthetic. Through a long time, social aesthetic

condenses into local culture, which constitutes the spirit feature of mountain

landscape. The demand for culture has an influence in human behavior and

psychology, which drive human beings to change the environment and meet

satisfaction of living and spirit.

Figure 45: Framework of Mountain Landscape Design

Source: illustrated by author, 2009

5.25.25.25.2 LimitationsLimitationsLimitationsLimitations ofofofof FrameworkFrameworkFrameworkFramework

In this paper, the framework has some value on the field of majority of mountain

environments, but it only comprehensively considers various factors and their

relationship in the mountain landscape design, so the framework system is still

imperfect. In addition to the paper mentioned, there are many factors that influenced

and interfered to the mountain landscape. These factors related to the contents of the
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paper constitute a complex network. In addition, the mountainous landscape design

also relies on the ability of designers to grasp the design of specific topics and special

requirements in order to integrate and coordinate to meet the tasks and requirements.

5.35.35.35.3 SummarySummarySummarySummary

Through the above three cases and practical experience, I think the mountain

landscape design is about synthesis design. Design methods are included in an order.

To establish a more complete mountainous landscape design order, we should study

in three levels, which is also a necessary process of knowing and creating mountain

landscape from material to spirit, and from functional satisfaction to aesthetic

demand. First of all, it should lead to the formation of spatial pattern of mountain

landscape, and create the unique mountain landscape sequences, as well as consider

the viewpoint in order to highlight the characteristics of landscape patterns. All of

these should meet the needs of daily life, such as communication, playing, and rest;

Secondly, the designer should further understand the mountain landscape which

involves a combination of nature and manmade factors, as a consequence, more

attention should be paid on environmental factors in order to give people a healthy

and pleasant working and living condition. Finally, I think the most important goal of

mountain landscape design is that nature and desire integrates should be returned to

people in order to build up a harmony relationship between nature and human.
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